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Abstract
This paper investigates the prosodic characteristics of reported
speech in the Switchboard corpus. We find that directly reported
speech is signalled by a greater overall pitch range than the sur-
rounding narrative material and is typically preceded by intona-
tional phrase boundaries. By contrast, prosody does not seem
to distinguish indirectly reported speech from ordinary narra-
tive speech. The implications of these findings for ASR are
discussed.

1. Introduction
In this study, we investigate whether prosody distinguishes be-
tween directly reported speech and indirectly reported speech,
and the implications a prosodic distinction would have for Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition (ASR), and speech technology in
general.1 It has been shown that prosodic cues are used to signal
discourse functions, particularly in the absence of syntactic or
lexical cues ([1], [2]). Especially since the distinction between
directly and indirectly reported speech is not always marked by
lexical or syntactic means this leads us to expect that the distinc-
tion between directly and indirectly reported speech is similarly
mirrored by speech prosody. Direct quotes are introduced with
verbs of saying, without further lexical marking, as shown in
(1). Indirect quotes, however, are often lexically indistinguish-
able from direct quotes (2), but are optionally marked with a
complementizer preceding the reported clause (3). The exam-
ple in (4), however, demonstrates that even with the presence of
a complementizer, the utterance may be ambiguous. All exam-
ples are taken from the Switchboard corpus of telephone con-
versations ([3]).

(1) [T]he wife said ”these are not his slacks”.

(2) He said he enjoyed it.

(3) Siskel and Ebert said that one of the two liked the whole
movie.

(4) [H]e said, ”That is why I always give custody to the mama.”

Despite their lexical ambiguity, directly reported speech,
speech that is generally denoted by quotations in text, and in-
directly reported speech have distinct discourse functions. [4]

1This study benefitted from comments by Dan Jurafsky, Alan Bell
and two anonymous reviewers. All remaining errors are our own. We
are grateful to Stefan Benus for his help with some of the labelling
work during the early stages of this project. The research reported here
was sponsored by NWO (Netherlands’ Organisation for Scientific Re-
search) grant 200-50-068 to the first author, and CAREER Spoken Lex-
ical Processing in Humans and Machines grant iis-IIs9733067 awarded
to Dan Jurafsky on behalf of the second author.

claim that direct quotes are speech demonstrations, speech that
depicts actions much like non-verbal demonstrations. Indirect
quotes, on the other hand, function only as descriptions (see
also [5]).

Recent research by [6] has suggested that prosody does
not distinguish the discourse functions denoted by direct quotes
from those denoted by indirect quotes. However, they do not
provide any quantitative data and base their conclusions on a
relatively small number of cases. The findings by [6] are also
contrary to a growing body of research that links the prosodic
characteristics of speech to discourse function. For example,
aspects of prosody such as pitch range and final lowering have
been shown to contribute to discourse interpretation ([1]). Oth-
ers ([7]) have found that lengthening at prosodic phrase bound-
aries can predict discourse boundaries. Pitch accent and into-
national phrasing have been demonstrated to disambiguate cue
phrases ([8]). Additionally, [9] found that prosody aids in auto-
matic dialogue act classification. In the light of the evidence that
prosodic structure correlates with discourse function, we test the
hypothesis that prosody can distinguish between the discourse
functions denoted by direct and indirect quotes in speech.

2. Method
To test whether the distinction between direct and indirect
quotes is cued by prosodic features we collected 34 instances
of direct quotes (27 produced by female speakers, 7 by male
speakers) and 27 instances of indirect quotes (19 female, 8
male) from the Switchboard corpus. All of the speech segments
were annotated and analysed using the signal analysis program
PRAAT (version 3.9.33). Labelling of accent and boundary
features was carried out in accordance with thePOSH con-
ventions, a transcription system intended for use with natural
speech (POSH labeling guide, Ostendorf & Shattuck-Hufnagel,
p.c.). We established that all quotes were contained within a
single intonational phrase (i.e. a prosodic constituent bounded
by breaks with POSH index 3 or 4)

In addition to the intonational phrase containing the quote
we also transcribed the intonational phrases flanking it if they
are contained in the same utterance. Labelling the preced-
ing and following intonational phrases enabled us to assess the
prosodic quotes on a principled basis: the behaviour of many
prosodic cues including pitch range has been claimed to be con-
strained by intonational phrasing (cf. [10]). For each intona-
tional phrase that was transcribed we hand-coded the highest
and lowest pitch target in order to obtain pitch measures that
are not contaminated by the effects of segmental perturbation
or pitch tracker errors caused by creaky voice.

To examine the distinction between direct or indirect quotes



and ordinary narrative speech we extracted 34 random segments
of narrative speech (27 female, 7 male) from the files contain-
ing the quotes (the Ns were chosen to ensure we had as many
narrative segments as quoted segments). The duration of these
segments was 2,500 ms, which roughly corresponds to the mean
duration of the quotes (2,398 ms). In order to obtain compara-
ble pitch measures for the intonational phrases containing the
quotes and the random segments we also hand-coded the over-
all pitch maxima and minima in the latter.

We measured pitch values in Hertz for the hand labelled
pitch targets in the reported speech segments and random nar-
rative segments and the average pitch in Hertz for each into-
national phrase in the reported speech segments. In order to
limit the influence of segmental pitch perturbation and errors
of the pitch tracker caused by excessive creak the average pitch
was calculated over all frames with a pitch value between the
minima and maxima determined by hand labelling. All mea-
surements were provided by the autocorrelation method pitch
tracker included in the PRAAT program (cf. [11]) Pitch max-
ima and minima were used to calculate overall pitch ranges for
(the domains in) all segments. The average pitch within a do-
main or segment was used as a rough estimator of overallpitch
levelwhich can vary independently from the pitch range.

3. Results
In order to determine if there is a prosodic distinction between
direct and indirect quotes, we focus on three major prosodic
characteristics: pitch range, overall pitch level as reflected by
the average pitch, and prosodic breaks. We compared the pitch
range and mean pitch of the directly reported segments to those
of the indirectly reported segments. Secondly, we tested to what
extent the pitch range and mean pitch of the quotes were reset
relative to the pitch mean and range of the preceding and follow-
ing intonational phrases. Pitch range and level and the relative
size of resets have been observed to reflect syntactic and/or dis-
course structure in a variety of ways (cf. e.g. [12], [1], [10]
[9]).

We also compared whether the two discourse functions
could be distinguished by intonational phrase breaks, both pre-
ceding and following. Since it has been claimed in the literature
(see [10]) that pitch range and level resets often coincide with
prosodic breaks established on independent grounds (presence
of boundary tones, phrase final lengthening, pausing), it was
theoretically possible that significant results for both the pitch
variables and prosodic breaks would be circular. We therefore
used a logistic regression model to establish the independence
of these variables.

3.1. Pitch measurements

Table 1 shows the mean values and standard deviations (in
brackets) of pitch range as determined on the basis of the hand
coded pitch targets, for the segments produced by female speak-
ers.2 The means for pitch range indicate that overall range is far
greater for direct quotes than indirect quotes and that pitch range
does not distinguish between the latter and narrative speech. A
one-way ANOVA shows that that there are differences in pitch
range among the different types of speech segments, F(2, 70) =

2Because pitch perception and (hence) production is logarithmic
rather than linear in the frequency domain, pitch data of the male speak-
ers had to be analysed separately. They seem to show the same patterns
as the female data, but the small number of cases does not warrant sta-
tistical analysis.

11.64, p< 0.001. A Scheffe post-hoc test shows that there are
highly significant differences between the intonational phrases
containing direct and indirect quotes, p = 0.002, and between
the direct quotes and the random narrative samples, p< 0.001,
but not between the random samples an the indirect quotes, ns.

The mean pitch ranges of the intonational phrases preced-
ing those containing the direct and indirect quotes suggest that
there also is a considerable difference between direct and indi-
rect quotes in the amount of pitch reset relative to a preceding
phrase. On average the overall pitch range on a direct quote
is expanded by 47 Hz (sd.=73, N=22) whereas the transition
from a preceding phrase to an indirect quote leads to a decrease
of 19 Hz (sd.=46, N=17). Paired-samples t-tests indicate that
range reset produces a significantly different pitch at the tran-
sition into a direct quote, t(21) = 2.99, p =0.007, but not at
the boundary preceding an indirect quote, t(16) = -1.78, p =
0.094. Paired-samples t-tests show a (weak) reverse effect for
pitch range reset between a quote and the following intonational
phrase, t(11) = -0.17, p = 0.87 for the direct quotes vs. t(6) =
-2.79, p= 0.032 for the indirect quotes, but the number of cases
is too small here for the results to be reliable.

Type of
segment

prec. IP quote IP fol. IP

Direct
quote

73 (45, N=22) 119 (66, N=27) 89 (39, N=12)

Indirect
quote

85 (41, N=17) 62 (30, N=19) 89 (51, N=7)

Random
narrative

n.a. 61 (44, N=27) n.a.

Table 1:Mean pitch (standard, deviations) ranges (Hz) for dif-
ferent segment types (female speakers only).

The pitch range and pitch range reset results indicate that,
contrary to the claim by [6], speech demonstrations are in fact
prosodically distinct from speech descriptions. Overall pitch
range distinguishes direct quotes from indirect quotes and nar-
rative speech while our results show that pitch range is used
by speakers to demarcate the onset of direct quotes but not in-
direct quotes. The data in table 2 indicates that this prosodic
distinction between speech demonstrations and speech descrip-
tions does not extend to differences in overall pitch level. Al-
though the numbers suggest that the pitch level of direct quotes
is slightly higher than the level of indirect quotes or narrative
segments, this is not confirmed by statistical tests. Similarly,
there is no statistically significant reset of overall pitch level be-
tween direct quotes and the flanking intonational phrases.

Type of
segment

prec. IP quote IP fol. IP

Direct
quote

199 (34, N=22) 205 (41, N=27) 195 (38, N=12)

Indirect
quote

191 (34, N=17) 187 (37 N=19) 194 (17, N=7)

Random
narrative

n.a. 181 (37, N = 27) n.a.

Table 2:Means (standard deviations, number of cases) of over-
all average pitch (Hz) for different speech segment types (female
speakers only).



3.2. Intonational breaks

The effects we found in the pitch range data are repeated in the
occurrence of major prosodic phrase breaks immediately pre-
ceding the different types of quotes. The direct quotes in our
corpus are 2 times as likely to be preceded by an intonational
phrase break (break index 3 or 4) as an indirect quote (see table
3). A chi-square test shows that this difference is highly signifi-
cant,χ2(1) = 6.77, P< 0.001, and indicates again that prosody
directly signals the (onset) of a direct quote. No similar dif-
ference was found for the distribution of prosodic breaks at the
right edge of the quotes

Type of
segment

IP bound. Weaker bound. Total

Direct
quote

25 9 34

Indirect
quote

10 17 27

Table 3:Prosodic boundaries immediately preceding direct and
indirect quotes (Male and female speakers). Break indices 3
and 4 collapsed into single category.

3.3. Independence of the variables

As noted above, there are claims in the literature that pitch range
effects are not independent from the occurrence of prosodic
breaks. We used a logistic regression model to test whether
pitch range reset and prosodic breaking contribute indepen-
dently to the signalling of direct vs. indirect quotes. A logis-
tic regression is a statistical model that predicts a dependent
variable based on contributions from a number of independent
factors ([14]). Using quote type, direct versus indirect, as our
independent variable, we tested if pitch reset and breaks inde-
pendently predict quote type by adding them to the model after
pitch range. When pitch reset is added to a model that includes
pitch range, which is a significant predictor of quote type, p
< 0.0001, is is not significant, ns. However, preceding phrase
break is still a good predictor of quote type, even after control-
ling for pitch range and reset, p<0.01. Thus, we conclude that
pitch range and preceding phrase break independently aid in the
prosodic distinction between the two quote types.

4. Implications for ASR
The task of converting spoken language into a text stream
(ASR) is difficult. While the use of word information alone
yields acceptable results in some domain-specific ASR applica-
tions, tasks such as automatic transcription and dialogue under-
standing (ASU) require knowledge of the discourse structure.
Knowledge of discourse structure can aid in speech act identifi-
cation, referent tracking and appropriate punctuation. Prosodic
features of speech including duration,F0, pausing, and energy
have been shown to provide important cues to automatic identi-
fication of seven speech act types ([13]). Prediction of discourse
context and dialog acts was found to substantially improve word
recognition accuracy by restricting the number of word possi-
bilities in a given dialog act type.

Our investigation of reported speech in the Switchboard
corpus demonstrates that direct quotes are reflected in speech
prosody by a greater pitch range, a greater amount of pitch range
reset between the intonational phrase containing the quote and

the preceding domain, and the tendency for a major break to oc-
cur immediately before the quote. By contrast, indirect quotes
seem to share the prosody of narrative speech. This knowledge
of the prosodic correlates of directly reported speech may fur-
ther improve automatic discourse context and speech act identi-
fication systems. Consequently ASR would also improve if in-
tegrated into the same system. The implementation of prosodic
information about direct and indirect quotes may also contribute
to transcription accuracy by enabling speech recognition sys-
tems to insert quotation marks where needed. In a TTS system,
the ability to interpret quoted material by assigning appropriate
prosodic targets will enable computers to both produce more
natural sounding speech and convey important discourse infor-
mation to users.

The number of direct quotes is relatively small in the
Switchboard corpus, 0.5% of the total number of utterrances .
This low number suggests that the addition of prosodic charac-
teristics for these utterances types would not yield much greater
results than word recognition alone. However, quotes are much
more frequent in other corpora. Table 4 gives the ratio of the
number of quotes over the total number of utterrances for the
Switchboard, Brown, and Wall Street Journal corpora.

Corpus Quotes

Switchboard 0.5%
Brown 21%
Wall Street Journal 10%

Table 4: Counts of quotes in 3 different corpora

A Maximum Entropy Parser can parse the Wall Street Jour-
nal with 90% accuracy ([15]). However, when punctuation is
removed from the text during pre-processing, the performance
of the parser drops to 86% (E. Charniak, p.c.). Comma us-
age and quotation marks have been identified as sources of er-
ror. The use of prosodic information may in fact aid parsing in
the absence of punctuation, which would eliminate some pre-
processing necessary in parsing tasks. The ability to identify
the prosodic correlates of punctuation will aid in speech-to-text
applications, as well as improve speech parsing.

5. Conclusions

It has been claimed in the literature that reported speech and
indirectly reported speech have different discourse functions.
The first are can be plausibly construed as speech demonstra-
tions whereas the latter are better treated as descriptions. In
this study we have shown that these distinct discourse functions
are reflected in the prosodic characteristics of direct and indi-
rect quotes. The former have a greater pitch range and show a
greater degree of pitch range reset with respect to the preceding
context than the latter. In addition, direct quotes are more likely
to be immediately preceded by an intonational phrase break.

While the usefulness of distinguishing the prosodic corre-
lates of the discourse functions of reported speech and indirectly
reported speech have not been directly tested in this study, we
do provide evidence that such an endeavour is worth pursu-
ing. In addition, these results are the first step in identifying
the prosodic correlates of punctuation for applications in ASR
and ASU.
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